
Subject: Re: Truth about 9/11...
Posted by Sniper_De7 on Thu, 03 Aug 2006 12:03:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

unknownLogan wrote on Thu, 03 August 2006 05:52xptek wrote on Fri, 28 July 2006 01:11None
of these stupid videos can ever provide a valid reason for the US government wanting to kill 2,700
people.

ffs.

55000 americans were died horribly in vietnam for no purpose. and ur saying that the us don't kill
2700 civilians for their capitalist goals? 

remember that 12-13 yrs old kids somehow get a weapon and kill their classmates without any
doubts in the us. 

the us do what they want. and unfortunately there's noone capable to stop this. because that's in
their blood.

time to wake up for u. 

Vietnam wasn't for "no purpose". The french scurried away and we believed that countries would
follow communism. Learn your history, you need to. Upon that since what you said was
completely false, yes, I do believe the U.S wouldn't hurt their economy least of all doing it by killing
2700 civilians. What would be the incentive there, captain Logic? 

Quote:remember that 12-13 yrs old kids somehow get a weapon and kill their classmates without
any doubts in the us.
How does this hold any bearing whatsoever? Unintelligent, deranged kids, who probably didn't get
enough support from their parents or they didn't tell them right or wrong is something completely
different than educated adults making decisions. Besides, There are 12-13 old kids that go to war,
if you think that they're somehow incapable of doing violence at that age, you are way off the
marker. Hell, some kids even blow themselves up for "the cause".

Quote:the us do what they want. and unfortunately there's noone capable to stop this. because
that's in their blood.
No, the US don't do what they want. Because there ARE people capable of stopping us, even
though we aren't doing anything wrong. "because that's in their blood" For one thing, all
americans are not the same and we do not all agree with decisions and never will for whatever
reasons. Same goes with ANY large country. So thanks for the stereotype and could you please
use logic next time? Let me ask, are you dutch?

This is what it breaks down to.

1. You believe the US killed 2700 civilians so that they can damage their own economy for what?
So we could lose billions of dollars? Well that's a good reason Cpt. Logic.
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Or 2. You could believe that Terrorists hijacked a commercial plane (Which, would probably have
seemed the least-likely thing to have happened) not to mention the fact that we wouldn't have
thought something like this would have happened meaning our guard would have been down and
much more possible to have hijacked our planes. Note also that they went for the WTC which
would damage our economy while killing 2700 civilians. I'd say that would be a clear-cut terrorist
thinking. They do billions of damage losing each commercial airplane but they also kill 2700
civilians, hurt our economy by destroying the WTC and attempt to run into the pentagon.

I mean didn't they just declare a holy war on israel anyways? Not really israel, but jews in
particular. The very same people wish to exterminate every last jew, ADMITEDLY. Does this
sound like someone we know? I know your history isn't that great but perhaps you know about
Hitler?

If you're going to make such outlandish comments would you PLEASE just like re-read what you
are going to say and ask yourself if this makes any sense because someone shouldn't be doing
this for you.

Open YOUR eyes and stop following the propaganda of your country and think for yourself.
Conformist.
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